E D I T O R I A L S
Five Uneasy Pieces About Pre-test Probability I n this issue, Noguchi et al. report on their study of Japanese medical students' abilities to estimate pretest probabilities, test characteristics, and post-test probabilities for written cases representing patients with differing likelihoods of coronary heart disease, compared with reference standards from the published literature. 1 They found among other things that students made inaccurate estimates of pre-test probability, particularly in scenarios with lower likelihoods of disease. These data give us pause to confront the uneasy predicament we face with pre-test probability, expressed in 5 questions.
How, and How Accurately, Do Clinicians Estimate Pre-test Probability?
What we have been taught about this seems so simpleÐas we see patients, we use our expertise to recognize their clinical problems, recall prior patients with the same problems, and use the diagnoses made for prior patients to estimate pre-test probabilities for each new patient. 2, 3 Yet when clinicians are asked to estimate the probability of disease in experimental studies, they have generally done quite poorly, in that their estimates have shown low accuracy and wide variations. 4±7 Although further research is needed, the data of Noguchi et al., when taken together with prior studies, suggest that both beginning and experienced clinicians often make inaccurate estimates of pre-test probability.
What Can Explain Clinicians' Difficulties in
Estimating Pre-test Probability?
Some of the explanation can be understood as the limitations inherent in the 2 sources traditionally taught for pre-test probability, clinical experience and population prevalance. Commentators have interpreted the abovementioned research findings as simply illustrations of flaws in general human reasoning that can distort probabilities, flaws to which we are not immune by being clinicians.
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We tend to remember recent or remarkable patients, who represent numerators, without retrieving the other, less memorable patients who fill the denominator. Thus, our unaided memories of prior cases can lead us to miscalculate the fractions involved in estimating probability.
Population prevalence is also touted as useful when estimating pre-test probability. While this might be true for making screening decisions, prevalence is much less useful for the clinical diagnosis of ill persons, for 2 reasons. The first is pragmaticÐit remains nearly impossible to get integrated,``real time'' access to current, accurate prevalence figures for each disorder being considered in a given patient's illness. The second reason is that population prevalence represents a fraction with the wrong denominator, that is, the whole population, including both sick and well persons. 2 Instead, when estimating pre-test probability for a sick person with a specific clinical problem, say syncope or fever of unknown origin, we'd rather know the likelihood of specific diseases among patients with that same clinical problem. 2, 12, 13 With the limitations of these 2 sources in mind, it shouldn't surprise us that clinicians of all levels of experience have some difficulty in estimating pre-test probability accurately. In addition to these``input'' limitations, clinicians have also shown difficulty in revising probabilities after new information, such as test results, arrives.
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What Are the Consequences of Inaccurate Estimates of Pre-test Probability?
Standard teaching of the Bayesian approach to diagnosis usually includes the admonition that the proper selection and interpretation of diagnostic tests begins with an estimate of the pre-test probability of the target disorder. 3 Since inaccurate pre-test probabilities will translate into inaccurate post-test probabilities, we might expect the consequences of this inaccuracy to include poor test selection, poor interpretation of results, and ultimately diagnostic error. Although too little is known about how often these mistakes occur, inaccurate probability estimation is recognized as a substantial contributor to diagnostic error. 
Could Evidence from Clinical Care Research Help Us Estimate Pre-test Probability?
Two different forms of clinical care research can be used to guide our estimates of pre-test probability. First, there are direct studies of disease probability, wherein investigators assemble a large and representative cohort of patients with a defined clinical problem, carry out careful diagnostic evaluations, apply explicit diagnostic criteria, and report the frequency of the underlying disorders that caused the patients' illnesses. 17 Widely known examples include studies of patients with syncope 18, 19 and fever of unknown origin. 20, 21 If our appraisal suggests they are valid and applicable to our practices, we can use the disease probability results as starting estimates of pre-test probability for our own patients, and then adjust the probabilities after considering characteristics of our patients or our practices. 12, 22 Second, there are studies of clinical decision rules, wherein investigators may assemble similar cohorts of patients suspected to have the target disorder, subject them to reference standard tests, and report the frequency of diagnosis of the target disorder in subgroups with differing clinical features. 23 A widely known example of this type of evidence is a decision rule for pulmonary embolus. 24 If our appraisal suggests they are valid and applicable to our practices, we can match our patients' clinical features with those of the decision rule and use the results as estimates of pre-test probability for the target disorder.
When Should We Use Evidence to Guide Our
Estimates of Pre-test Probability?
Little research addresses this question, so the following suggestions are tentative. First, beginning clinicians will find such evidence useful to educate their estimates of disease probability, while experienced clinicians may find it more useful to recalibrate themselves after an unusual case. 22 Second, clinicians may find evidence about disease probability more useful for patients with clinical problems they see less often than for those with problems they see every day. Third, clinicians may also find this evidence more useful for the lower likelihood conditions they hope to exclude with testing (their``active alternatives'') than for the higher likelihood condition they plan to confirm with testing (their``leading hypothesis''). 17 Much work remains to be done, both in making more research evidence about disease probability, and in the development of better methods to find it, appraise it, synthesize it, and make it available to clinicians at the point of care. While this field evolves, we can learn better how to express our diagnostic uncertainty in probability terms and how to use evidence to guides our estimates. As for most mathematical thinking we're not born with, learning this discipline may not be easy at first, yet if we stick with it our competence and our confidence can grow.
In doing so, we should become better at selecting differential diagnoses, choosing and interpreting diagnostic tests, and reducing diagnostic error. If our current uneasiness impels us to take these steps, our patients and our learners will reap the rewards.ÐW. SCOTT RICHARDSON, MD, Department of Internal Medicine, Wright State University School of Medicine and Three Owl Learning Institute, Dayton, Ohio.
